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WATERSHED HYDROLOGYWATERSHED HYDROLOGY
• Hydrology is an earth science.
• It encompasses the occurrence, distribution,

movement, and properties of the waters of the
earth and their environmental relations.

• Hydrology has both applied and pure science
aspects.

• On the one hand, it is an important science that
studies how the water flows on the Earth.

• On the other hand, understanding of fundamental
hydrologic processes is necessary for proper use
and protection of water resources.
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HYDROLOGY concerns the waters of the earth and deals with

• their occurrence, circulation and distribution,

• their chemical and physical properties,

• their reactions with their environment.

What  Does  Hydrology  Deal  With?

WATERSHED HYDROLOGYWATERSHED HYDROLOGY

HYDROLOGY concerns the waters of the earth and deals with

• their occurrence, circulation and distribution,

• their chemical and physical properties,

• their reactions with their environment.

HYDROLOGY:
FULL  LIFE  HISTORY

OF  WATER ON  EARTH!



The Hydrologic Cycle

Hydrological Cycle depicting processes operating on a watershed



FACTORS AFFECTING WATERSHED HYDROLOGYFACTORS AFFECTING WATERSHED HYDROLOGY

• Climatic Factors:
– Rainfall: its intensity, duration and distribution
– Snow
– Evaporation and Evapo-transpiration

• Physiographic Factors:
– Basic characteristics

• Geometric factors: drainage area, shape, slope & stream density.
• Physical factors: land use, surface infiltration conditions, soil types etc.

– Channel characteristics: carrying capacity & storage capacity

• Geological Factors:
– Lithologic including composition, texture, sequence of rock types & the

thickness of rock formations
– Structural, including chief faults & folds that interrupt the uniformity of

occurrence of rock types or sequence of rock types also beds, joints,
fissures, cracks, etc.

– Hydrologic characteristics of the aquifers permeability, porosity,
transmissivity, storability, etc.
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Precipitation

denotes all forms of water that reaches the ground
from the atmosphere.

It includes: drizzle, rain, dew, snow, hail.

Instrument: Rain gauge

Common units: cm, mm, inch

PRECIPITATION
(Rain, Snow, Hail, etc.)

HYDROLOGICAL INPUTHYDROLOGICAL INPUT

denotes all forms of water that reaches the ground
from the atmosphere.

It includes: drizzle, rain, dew, snow, hail.

Instrument: Rain gauge

Common units: cm, mm, inch

GWT: Groundwater Table

PRECIPITATION
(Rain, Snow, Hail, etc.)

GWT Soil

Rock or impermeable layer

Precipitation is the primary input
parameter to derive hydrological
activity in watershed.



Rainfall Analysis

• Types of rainfall

• Description of rainfall

• Measurement of rainfall

• Average rainfall over an area

HYDROLOGICAL INPUTHYDROLOGICAL INPUT

• Types of rainfall

• Description of rainfall

• Measurement of rainfall

• Average rainfall over an area



ConvectiveConvective: caused by the rising
of warm, lighter air in colder,
denser surroundings.  Occurs
mostly in the tropics

Orographic: results from
lifting of air over mountain
barriers. The greatest amount
of rain falls on the windward
side

Types  of  Rainfall

HYDROLOGICAL INPUTHYDROLOGICAL INPUT

Orographic: results from
lifting of air over mountain
barriers. The greatest amount
of rain falls on the windward
side

Orographic

WindCyclonic: results from the lifting
of air converging into a low
pressure area, or cyclone



Description of Rainfall

Rainfall

Intensity: the quantity of rain
falling in a given time (cm/hr, mm/hr,
etc.).

Intensity

Duration: the period of time during
which rain falls (hr, minutes, etc.).

HYDROLOGICAL INPUTHYDROLOGICAL INPUT

Rainfall

Magnitude: the total amount of rain
falling at a point (mm)  daily, monthly,
annually, etc.

Duration

Duration: the period of time during
which rain falls (hr, minutes, etc.).

Frequency

Frequency: the expectation that a
given depth of rainfall will fall in a
given time (once in three years, once
in five years, etc.).



HYDROLOGICAL INPUTHYDROLOGICAL INPUT
• Characteristics of rainfall events

– Intensity (mm/hour)
• Intensity varies with the storm. The variation during a storm is

expressed as a hyetograph.
• Intensity is the most important rainfall characteristic in various

engineering designs because it is directly related to the peak
flow which is required for design of highway, bridge, flood
control etc.

– Rainfall duration
• The duration of the storm is directly related to the volume of

surface runoff and groundwater recharge.
• High intensities are generally associated with short duration

storms.
• Large water volumes are generally associated with long

duration storms.
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• Characteristics of rainfall events
– Temporal distribution of rainfall

• A hyetograph is used to describe the variation of the storm with time.
• The temporal distribution of the storm affects the shape of the direct

runoff hydrograph.

– Spatial distribution
• A storm taking place far from the basin outlet would produce longer

hydrographs and lower peaks than if the same storm occurred near the
outlet.

• A localized storm would likely produce smaller peaks and shorter
hydrograph than if the same storm covered the whole watershed.

• A storm moving away from the outlet will produce an earlier and
smaller peak than if the storm moves towards the outlet.

• In most circumstances, it is assumed that rainfall is uniform over the
entire watershed for the duration of the storm
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Vertical depth

Raingauge is an instrument used for
measuring the vertical depth of water
from precipitation at a point.

The vertical depth of water that
would accumulate on a level surface
if the rainfall remains where it fell,  is
taken as rainfall measurement.

Measurement of Rainfall

HYDROLOGICAL INPUTHYDROLOGICAL INPUT

Vertical depth

Raingauge is an instrument used for
measuring the vertical depth of water
from precipitation at a point.

The vertical depth of water that
would accumulate on a level surface
if the rainfall remains where it fell,  is
taken as rainfall measurement.

Types of Raingauges

Non-recording gauges

• Collect rainfall

• Collected rainfall is measured later
on by measuring tube or stick



Recording gauges

• give directly the

rainfall reading

• record continuously

Types of Recording gauges

• Tipping-bucket gauge

• Weighing-type gauge

• Floating type

Rainfall  Measurement

Funnel
Tipping bucket

Receiver

Reservoir

Tipping-bucket

HYDROLOGICAL INPUTHYDROLOGICAL INPUT

Recording gauges

• give directly the

rainfall reading

• record continuously

Types of Recording gauges

• Tipping-bucket gauge

• Weighing-type gauge

• Floating type

Pen arm

Outer
case

Receiver

Bucket

Weighing
mechanism

Revolving  drum with chart

Weighing-type

Measuring
tube

Reservoir



Average Rainfall over an Area

P1

HYDROLOGICAL INPUTHYDROLOGICAL INPUT

P2
P3 P5

P4
P6

Average Rainfall

• Representative value for one area

• Used to estimate stream flow

• Used to compute peak discharge, etc.



Arithmetic Mean Method

Thiessen Method

Isohyetal Method

Methods of Computation:

Average Rainfall over an Area

Pav = 1/n (P1 + P2 + . . . + Pn)

Pav =  Average rainfall over the area

Pi =  Rainfall at different gauges

n   =  Number of gauges in the area

1. Arithmetic Mean Method

HYDROLOGICAL INPUTHYDROLOGICAL INPUT

Arithmetic Mean Method

Thiessen Method

Isohyetal Method

The method is used for:

• Flat areas

• Uniformly distributed gauges over the area

• Rain collected at different stations not varying

widely from the mean

Pav = 1/n (P1 + P2 + . . . + Pn)

Pav =  Average rainfall over the area

Pi =  Rainfall at different gauges

n   =  Number of gauges in the area



Thiessen
Method :
Steps

2. Thiessen Method

• handles non uniformly  distributed gauges

• makes use of weighing factors for each gauge

Average Rainfall over an Area

HYDROLOGICAL INPUTHYDROLOGICAL INPUT

P1

P2

P3
P4 P5

P6
P7

Thiessen
Method :
Steps

Step 1: Draw  the area
concerned to a suitable scale,
showing  its boundary,
locations of the raingauges in
the area and outside but
close to the boundary



P1

P2

Thiessen Method : Steps

Average Rainfall over an Area

HYDROLOGICAL INPUTHYDROLOGICAL INPUT

P3

P4 P5

P6

P7 Step 2: Join location
of the raingauges to form
a network of triangles



P1

P2

Thiessen Method : Steps

Average Rainfall over an Area

HYDROLOGICAL INPUTHYDROLOGICAL INPUT

P3

P4 P5

P6

P7

Step 3: Draw
‚perpendicular
bisectors‘ to the
triangle sides.  These
perpendicular
bisectors form
polygons around the
stations.



Step 4: Delineate the formed
polygons and measure their
areas using a planimeter or by
converting them into smaller
regular geometric shapes (i.e.
triangles, squares, rectangles,
etc.)

P1
A1

P2A2

A4

Thiessen Method : Steps

Average Rainfall over an Area

HYDROLOGICAL INPUTHYDROLOGICAL INPUT

Step 4: Delineate the formed
polygons and measure their
areas using a planimeter or by
converting them into smaller
regular geometric shapes (i.e.
triangles, squares, rectangles,
etc.)

P3
A3 P4

A4

P5A5

P6

A6

P7

A7

Step 5: Compute the average rainfall
using the following formula

P1xA1 + P2 xA2 +... + PnxAn

A1 + A2 + .... + An

Pav =



Thiessen Method : Example
P1

P2

P4

ObservedRainfall(mm),
Pi

Polygon Area
(Sq. Km), Ai

Pi x Ai
(Col 1 x Col 2)

10   25   250
15 125 1875
20   80 1600
17   90 1530
25 120 3000
40 115 4600
12 130 1560

Total 685 14415

P1
A1

P2A2

A4

Average Rainfall over an Area
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P3

P4 P5

P6

P7

ObservedRainfall(mm),
Pi

Polygon Area
(Sq. Km), Ai

Pi x Ai
(Col 1 x Col 2)

10   25   250
15 125 1875
20   80 1600
17   90 1530
25 120 3000
40 115 4600
12 130 1560

Total 685 14415 P3
A3 P4

A4

P5A5

P6

A6

P7

A7

P1xA1 + P2 xA2 +... + PnxA             14415

Pav = =                =   21.04 mm

A1 + A2 + .... + An 685



0

0 0

0

0

1 4

Isohyet is a line joining points of
equal rainfall magnitude

3. Isohyetal Method

Average Rainfall over an Area

HYDROLOGICAL INPUTHYDROLOGICAL INPUT

Monthly isohyetal map (sample)

• All figures are in mm

Isohyetes

0
1 4

19
11

16
11

11

62

45

45 27

65

9

• Most accurate method

• Incorporates the orographic effect



Step 1: Draw  the area under study  to scale and
mark rain gauges on it.  Put at each of the
raingauge location  the recorded values of rainfall
at the station, for the period within which the
average is required to be determined.

Isohyetal Method: Steps

Average Rainfall over an Area

HYDROLOGICAL INPUTHYDROLOGICAL INPUT

Step 2: Draw  the isohyetes of various values
by considering the point rainfall data as
guidelines and interpolating between them.
Also, incorporate the knowledge of orographic
effects.

Step 1: Draw  the area under study  to scale and
mark rain gauges on it.  Put at each of the
raingauge location  the recorded values of rainfall
at the station, for the period within which the
average is required to be determined.



Isohyetal Method: Steps

Step 3: Determine the area between each pair of the isohyet
lines, either by a planimeter or by converting the areas into
smaller regular geometric shapes.

Average Rainfall over an Area

HYDROLOGICAL INPUTHYDROLOGICAL INPUT

Step 4: Calculate the average rainfall using the following formula:

A1 (P1 + P2)/2 + A2 (P2 + P3)/2 + . . . + An-1(Pn-1 + Pn)/2

(A1 + A2 + . . . + An)

Pi = Value of Isohyet lines

Ai = Area between pair of isohyet  lines.

Pav =



Isohyetal Method: Example

Calculate the average rainfall over the area
given in the figure using Isohyetal method.

Average Rainfall over an Area

HYDROLOGICAL INPUTHYDROLOGICAL INPUT

Pav = 103, 875.69/1,602.59 = 64.82mm



InterceptionInterception
• is the portion of the precipitation falling

in a watershed intercepted by vegetal
cover and other above-ground objects
such as roofs etc.

• Part of the intercepted precipitation
wets and adhers to these objects and
returns to atmosphere through
evaporation. This part is called
interception loss.

• Most interception loss develops during
initial storm period; thereafter, the rate
of interception rapidly reaches zero.

• Common unit: mm, cm, inch

HYDROLOGICAL ABSTRACTIONSHYDROLOGICAL ABSTRACTIONS
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cover and other above-ground objects
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• Part of the intercepted precipitation
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returns to atmosphere through
evaporation. This part is called
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Factors Affecting InterceptionFactors Affecting Interception

1.1. Storm CharacteristicsStorm Characteristics

2.2.Vegetation CharacteristicsVegetation Characteristics

HYDROLOGICAL ABSTRACTIONSHYDROLOGICAL ABSTRACTIONS



Depression StorageDepression Storage
•• Depending upon the land form and landDepending upon the land form and land--use practices, the depressionsuse practices, the depressions

in a watershed may vary widely in characteristics such as area, depth,in a watershed may vary widely in characteristics such as area, depth,
volume, and number.volume, and number.

•• When it rains, part of theWhen it rains, part of the --rainfall is retained in these depressions withrainfall is retained in these depressions with
no possibility for escape as surface runoff. The retained water is calledno possibility for escape as surface runoff. The retained water is called
depression storage.depression storage.

•• The only resort for the retained water is evaporation to the atmosphereThe only resort for the retained water is evaporation to the atmosphere
or infiltration into the soil.or infiltration into the soil.

•• Each depression has its own storage capacity.Each depression has its own storage capacity.

•• When rainfall intensity exceeds infiltration capacity of the soil, theWhen rainfall intensity exceeds infiltration capacity of the soil, the
effective rainfall begins to accumulate, runs off the surface, and beginseffective rainfall begins to accumulate, runs off the surface, and begins
to fill surface depressions.to fill surface depressions.

•• Common unit: mm, cm, inchCommon unit: mm, cm, inch
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Evaporation

is the process by which water in the form of water vapour
enters the atmosphere from open water surfaces or soil.

Instrument: Evaporating Pan

(for water surfaces)

(Class A pan-Standard)

Common unit: mm, cm, inch

HYDROLOGICAL ABSTRACTIONSHYDROLOGICAL ABSTRACTIONS

is the process by which water in the form of water vapour
enters the atmosphere from open water surfaces or soil.

Instrument: Evaporating Pan

(for water surfaces)

(Class A pan-Standard)

Common unit: mm, cm, inch

GWT

EVAPORATION

Evaporation is relatively high
in arid and semi-arid areas

(4 - 12 mm /day)!



TranspirationTranspiration
is the process by which water,
passing through the roots to
the stem or trunk, is
transfered into the atmosphere
in the form of vapour through
the leafy part of  a plant.

TRANSPIRATION

HYDROLOGICAL ABSTRACTIONSHYDROLOGICAL ABSTRACTIONS

is the process by which water,
passing through the roots to
the stem or trunk, is
transfered into the atmosphere
in the form of vapour through
the leafy part of  a plant.

Instrument:  No field measurement
(only in laboratory
with a phytometre)

Common units: mm, cm, inch

GWT

EVAPO-TRANSPIRATION: COMBINATION OF EVAPORATIONCOMBINATION OF EVAPORATION
ANDTRANSPIRATIONANDTRANSPIRATION.

INSTRUMENT: LYSIMETERLYSIMETER



Infiltration
is the process by which water enters the surface strata of
the soil and moves downward towards the water table.

Instrument: Infiltrometer

Common units: mm/hr, cm/hr

HYDROLOGICAL ABSTRACTIONSHYDROLOGICAL ABSTRACTIONS

GWT

INFILTRATION
Infiltration Capacity:
the maximum rate at which
water can enter a given soil.

Infiltration Rate:  the actual rate
of water entering a given soil.

is the process by which water enters the surface strata of
the soil and moves downward towards the water table.

Instrument: Infiltrometer

Common units: mm/hr, cm/hr



Water InfiltrationWater Infiltration
Def’n.:  the entry of water into the soilDef’n.:  the entry of water into the soil

Influencing FactorsInfluencing Factors
•• Soil textureSoil texture
•• Initial soil water contentInitial soil water content
•• Surface sealing (structure, etc.)Surface sealing (structure, etc.)
•• Soil crackingSoil cracking
•• Tillage practicesTillage practices
•• Method of application (e.g., Basin vs. Furrow)Method of application (e.g., Basin vs. Furrow)
•• Water temperatureWater temperature
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•• Soil crackingSoil cracking
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Cumulative Infiltration Depth vs. TimeCumulative Infiltration Depth vs. Time
For Different Soil TexturesFor Different Soil Textures



Infiltration Rate vs. TimeInfiltration Rate vs. Time
For Different Soil TexturesFor Different Soil Textures



Water Infiltration Rates and Soil TextureWater Infiltration Rates and Soil Texture



Surface Runoff and Base  Flow

Surface  Runoff is the part of rainfall which flows over the
surface to lower lying areas / to the nearest stream under
gravitational force after fulfilling the interception, evaporation,
transpiration, and infiltration requirements.

Base  Flow is the delayed flow that reaches
a stream as groundwater flow.

WATERSHED YIELDWATERSHED YIELD –– WATERWATER

SURFACE  RUNOFF

GWT

BASE FLOWThe quantity of surface runoff
interests the water harvesting

scheme designers

Surface  Runoff is the part of rainfall which flows over the
surface to lower lying areas / to the nearest stream under
gravitational force after fulfilling the interception, evaporation,
transpiration, and infiltration requirements.

Base  Flow is the delayed flow that reaches
a stream as groundwater flow.

Measuring: Runoff plots
method...

Common Units:  m3/s, l/s



Surface runoff
(rill or sheet) Stream  flow

(discharge)

Types  of  Runoff

Surface runoff:  runoff as sheet or rill flow at the surface before it
reaches a stream

Stream flow (discharge):  runoff in seasonal streams or rivers

Most of the water harvesting methods are related to the harvest of
surface runoff



The  Surface Runoff  Process

Rainfall Intensity (RI) RI < ICS              No surface runoff

Rainfall Intensity (RI)

Infiltration capacity of soil(ICS)

Surface runoff

RI > ICS           Production of
surface  runoff

Infiltration capacity of soil(ICS)



The  Surface Runoff  Process

Infiltration Capacity  depends on:

• Soil type

• Organic matter/ mulch layer

• Antecedent soil moisture

• Soil depth

• Compacted soil layers

• Type of soil tillage

Rainfall-Infiltration-Runoff relationship

Infiltration Capacity  depends on:

• Soil type

• Organic matter/ mulch layer

• Antecedent soil moisture

• Soil depth

• Compacted soil layers

• Type of soil tillage

Source:  Critchley & Siegert 1991



The  Surface  Runoff  Process

Runoff is produced on only
parts of a catchment

Relation between
source area and
rainfall depth for a
sample catchment;
Source: Humborg 1989



Soil type

Factors Affecting Surface Runoff

Antecedent soil
moisture

RUNOFF
VegetationRainfall

characteristics

Topography



Soil type

V
Air

Water

Vv

Porosity  =    Vv x  100

V

High porosity           High infiltration          Low runoff
(macropores)

Factors Affecting Surface Runoff

V

Solid
High porosity           High infiltration          Low runoff
(macropores)

Infiltration capacity curves for different
soils; Source: Critchley & Siegert 1991



Intensity of Rainfall

Bigger Raindrops
Bigger raindrops

High intensity of rainfall

Factors Affecting Surface Runoff

Runoff

Crusting, Capping or Sealing

High runoffLess infiltrationCrusting, capping or sealing

Filling of pores with fine particles

Breakdown of soil aggregates

High kinetic energy



Vegetation: • Retards surface flow

• Reduces crusting

• Induces interception storage

• Increases porosity due to the root system

Factors affecting surface runoff

• Retards surface flow

• Reduces crusting

• Induces interception storage

• Increases porosity due to the root system

Densely coveredBare land

High Runoff Low Runoff



Topography:  Slope

High runoff

Factors affecting surface runoff

High runoff

Low runoff



Factors affecting runoff : Catchment size
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Runoff efficiency
increases with
decreasing size of
catchment

Runoff efficiency
is volume of runoff
per unit of area

Area in   ha

Runoff efficiency as a function of catchment size: from a study in Israel; Source: Critchley & Siegert 1991
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Water balance at a Catchment

Water Balance (Budget) is the balance sheet of all the water
entering and leaving a particular catchment or drainage basin.

S = P +  I - E - O +/- U

S: Change in storage (both surface and subsurface)
P: Total precipitation
I: Surface inflow (if any)
E: Evapo-transpiration
O: Surface outflow
U: Underground outflow

WATERSHED YIELDWATERSHED YIELD –– WATERWATER

S = P +  I - E - O +/- U

S: Change in storage (both surface and subsurface)
P: Total precipitation
I: Surface inflow (if any)
E: Evapo-transpiration
O: Surface outflow
U: Underground outflow



WATERSHED YIELDWATERSHED YIELD –– SEDIMENTSEDIMENT
The American Society of Civil Engineers (1970) defined
sediment yield as the total sediment outflow from a
watershed or drainage basin, measurable at a point of
reference and in a specified period of time.

MEASUREMENT:MEASUREMENT:

• Sediment samplers – bottle samplers for suspended sediment

• Bed load samplers – for sampling bed load

• Coshoctone wheel sediment samplers

• Electronic sediment sensors

• Optical sediment sensors

MEASUREMENT:MEASUREMENT:

• Sediment samplers – bottle samplers for suspended sediment

• Bed load samplers – for sampling bed load

• Coshoctone wheel sediment samplers

• Electronic sediment sensors

• Optical sediment sensors



SOIL EROSION MODELLINGSEDIMENT YIELD MODELS

Broad classification
Empirical, Physical and  Mixed

Empirical
USLE, MUSLE

Empirical
USLE, MUSLE

Physical
WEPP SHETRANS
KINEROS EUROSEM
LISEM

Mixed
ANSWERS CREAMS AGNPS EPIC



Soil Water RelationshipsSoil Water Relationships
• Knowledge of some fundamental properties of soil

and the behaviors of water in the soil medium is
necessary in all areas of soil and water
management (Watershed Management).

• Crop production is influenced by the physical and
chemical properties of the top soil and an
understanding of these properties is, therefore,
required.

• In engineering practice, soil is considered as a
structural material and the properties of the soil from
strength point of view need to be understood.

• Knowledge about the movement of water in soils is
needed in irrigation, drainage, moisture
conservation and ground water management.

• Knowledge of some fundamental properties of soil
and the behaviors of water in the soil medium is
necessary in all areas of soil and water
management (Watershed Management).

• Crop production is influenced by the physical and
chemical properties of the top soil and an
understanding of these properties is, therefore,
required.

• In engineering practice, soil is considered as a
structural material and the properties of the soil from
strength point of view need to be understood.

• Knowledge about the movement of water in soils is
needed in irrigation, drainage, moisture
conservation and ground water management.



Volume and Mass Relationship of Soil Constituents

Va = volume of air
Vw = volume of water
Vf = volume of pores (Va + Vw)
Vt = total volume (Vf + Vs)
Ma = mass of air (negligible)
Mw = mass of water
Ms = mass of solids
Mf = total mass (Ma + Mw +Ms)

Fig. 2.2 Three phases of soil
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•• Bulk Density (Bulk Density (bb))

–– bb = soil bulk density, g/cm= soil bulk density, g/cm33

–– MMss = mass of dry soil, g= mass of dry soil, g
–– VVbb = volume of soil sample, cm= volume of soil sample, cm33

•• Typical values:  1.1Typical values:  1.1 -- 1.6 g/cm1.6 g/cm33

•• Particle Density (Particle Density (pp))

–– PP = soil particle density, g/cm= soil particle density, g/cm33

–– MMss = mass of dry soil, g= mass of dry soil, g
–– VVss = volume of solids, cm= volume of solids, cm33

•• Typical values:  2.6Typical values:  2.6 -- 2.7 g/cm2.7 g/cm33
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• Porosity ()

• Typical values:  30 - 60%
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Water in SoilsWater in Soils

• Soil water content

– Mass water content (m)
– m = mass water content (fraction)
– Mw = mass of water evaporated, g

(24 hours @ 105oC)
– Ms = mass of dry soil, g
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• Soil water content

– Mass water content (m)
– m = mass water content (fraction)
– Mw = mass of water evaporated, g

(24 hours @ 105oC)
– Ms = mass of dry soil, g



• Volumetric water content (v)

– V = volumetric water content (fraction)
– Vw = volume of water
– Vb = volume of soil sample
– At saturation, V = 
– V = As m
– As = apparent soil specific gravity = b/w

(w = density of water = 1 g/cm3)
– As = b numerically when units of g/cm3 are used

• Equivalent depth of water (d)
– d = volume of water per unit land area = (v A L) / A = v L
– d = equivalent depth of water in a soil layer
– L = depth (thickness) of the soil layer
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Volumetric Water Content & Equivalent DepthVolumetric Water Content & Equivalent Depth
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Soil PropertiesSoil Properties

•• TextureTexture
–– Definition:  relative proportions ofDefinition:  relative proportions of

various sizes of individual soil particlesvarious sizes of individual soil particles
–– USDA classificationsUSDA classifications

•• Sand:  0.05Sand:  0.05 –– 2.0 mm2.0 mm
•• Silt:     0.002Silt:     0.002 -- 0.05 mm0.05 mm
•• Clay:  <0.002 mmClay:  <0.002 mm

–– Textural triangle:  USDA TexturalTextural triangle:  USDA Textural
ClassesClasses

–– Coarse vs. Fine, Light vs. HeavyCoarse vs. Fine, Light vs. Heavy
–– Affects water movement and storageAffects water movement and storage
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The laboratory procedure used to find proportions of soil separates in a soil is calledThe laboratory procedure used to find proportions of soil separates in a soil is called
mechanical analysismechanical analysis. A. A textural triangletextural triangle is used to determine soil texture after theis used to determine soil texture after the
mechanical analysis. The three sides of the triangle represent the percentages ofmechanical analysis. The three sides of the triangle represent the percentages of
sand, silt, or clay. The intersection points of three lines from each side of the trianglesand, silt, or clay. The intersection points of three lines from each side of the triangle
determine how the soil texture will be classified. For example, if a soil has 20 percentdetermine how the soil texture will be classified. For example, if a soil has 20 percent
clay, 40 percent sand, and 40 percent silt, it is a loam.clay, 40 percent sand, and 40 percent silt, it is a loam.



Soil PropertiesSoil Properties

•• StructureStructure
–– Definition:  how soil particles are grouped orDefinition:  how soil particles are grouped or

arrangedarranged
–– Affects root penetration and water intake andAffects root penetration and water intake and

movementmovement
–– While the texture of the soil cannot be changed, theWhile the texture of the soil cannot be changed, the

structure can be modified by cultural practices.structure can be modified by cultural practices.
–– Addition of organic matter, growing legumes in cropAddition of organic matter, growing legumes in crop

rotation etc., help in developing good soil structure.rotation etc., help in developing good soil structure.
–– Cultivating fine textured soils, when either too wet orCultivating fine textured soils, when either too wet or

too dry is likely to destroy good soil structure.too dry is likely to destroy good soil structure.
–– Similarly, irrigating with water containing largeSimilarly, irrigating with water containing large

amounts of sodium causes undesirable structure byamounts of sodium causes undesirable structure by
dispersing soil particles.dispersing soil particles.
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Volumetric Water Content &Volumetric Water Content &
Equivalent DepthEquivalent Depth

Typical Values for Agricultural SoilsTypical Values for Agricultural Soils

0.50 in.0.50 in.

Soil Solids (Particles):  50%Soil Solids (Particles):  50%

1 in.1 in.

0.15 in.0.15 in.

00..2020 in.in.

0.15 in.0.15 in.

Total PoreTotal Pore
Space:     50%Space:     50%

Very Large Pores:        15%Very Large Pores:        15%
(Gravitational Water)(Gravitational Water)

MediumMedium--sized Pores:   20%sized Pores:   20%
(Plant Available Water)(Plant Available Water)

Very Small Pores:        15%Very Small Pores:        15%
(Unavailable Water)(Unavailable Water)



WaterWater--Holding Capacity of SoilHolding Capacity of Soil
Effect of Soil TextureEffect of Soil Texture

Coarse SandCoarse Sand Silty Clay LoamSilty Clay Loam

Dry SoilDry Soil

Gravitational WaterGravitational Water

Water Holding CapacityWater Holding Capacity

Available WaterAvailable Water

Unavailable WaterUnavailable Water

Dry SoilDry Soil



Soil Water PotentialSoil Water Potential
•• DescriptionDescription

–– Measure of the energy status of the soil waterMeasure of the energy status of the soil water
–– Important because it reflects how hard plants mustImportant because it reflects how hard plants must

work to extract waterwork to extract water
–– Units of measure are normally bars orUnits of measure are normally bars or

atmospheresatmospheres
–– Soil water potentials are negative pressuresSoil water potentials are negative pressures

(tension or suction)(tension or suction)
–– Water flows from a higher (less negative) potentialWater flows from a higher (less negative) potential

to a lower (more negative) potentialto a lower (more negative) potential

•• DescriptionDescription
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•• ComponentsComponents

–– tt = total soil water potential= total soil water potential
–– gg = gravitational potential (force of gravity= gravitational potential (force of gravity

pulling on the water)pulling on the water)
–– mm = matric potential (force placed on the water= matric potential (force placed on the water

by the soil matrixby the soil matrix –– soil water “tension”)soil water “tension”)
–– oo = osmotic potential (due to the difference in= osmotic potential (due to the difference in

salt concentration across a semisalt concentration across a semi--permeablepermeable
membrane, such as a plant root)membrane, such as a plant root)

–– Matric potential,Matric potential, mm, normally has the greatest, normally has the greatest
effect on release of water from soil to plantseffect on release of water from soil to plants

   t g m o  
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•• Soil Water Release CurveSoil Water Release Curve
–– Curve of matric potential (tension) vs. water contentCurve of matric potential (tension) vs. water content
–– Less waterLess water more tensionmore tension
–– At a given tension, finerAt a given tension, finer--textured soils retain more watertextured soils retain more water

(larger number of small pores)(larger number of small pores)



Matric Potential and Soil TextureMatric Potential and Soil Texture
The tension or suction created by small capillary tubesThe tension or suction created by small capillary tubes
(small soil pores) is greater that that created by large(small soil pores) is greater that that created by large
tubes (large soil pores).  At any given matric potentialtubes (large soil pores).  At any given matric potential
coarse soils hold less water than finecoarse soils hold less water than fine--textured soils.textured soils.

Height of capillaryHeight of capillary
rise inversely relatedrise inversely related
to tube diameterto tube diameter



••Field Capacity (FC orField Capacity (FC or fcfc))
––Soil water content where gravity drainage becomesSoil water content where gravity drainage becomes
negligiblenegligible
––Soil isSoil is notnot saturated but still a very wet conditionsaturated but still a very wet condition
––Traditionally defined as the water content correspondingTraditionally defined as the water content corresponding
to a soil water potential ofto a soil water potential of --1/10 to1/10 to --1/3 bar1/3 bar

••Permanent Wilting Point (WP orPermanent Wilting Point (WP or wpwp))
––Soil water content beyond which plants cannot recoverSoil water content beyond which plants cannot recover
from water stress (dead)from water stress (dead)
––Still some water in the soil but not enough to be of use toStill some water in the soil but not enough to be of use to
plantsplants
––Traditionally defined as the water content correspondingTraditionally defined as the water content corresponding
toto --15 bars of SWP15 bars of SWP
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Available WaterAvailable Water
•• DefinitionDefinition

–– Water held in the soil between field capacity andWater held in the soil between field capacity and
permanent wilting pointpermanent wilting point

–– “Available” for plant use“Available” for plant use
•• Available Water Capacity (AWC)Available Water Capacity (AWC)

–– AWC =AWC = fcfc -- wpwp

–– Units:  depth of available water per unit depth ofUnits:  depth of available water per unit depth of
soil, “unitless”  (in/in, or mm/mm)soil, “unitless”  (in/in, or mm/mm)

–– Measured using field or laboratory methodsMeasured using field or laboratory methods
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Soil Hydraulic Properties and Soil TextureSoil Hydraulic Properties and Soil Texture



• Fraction available water depleted (fd)

– (fc - v) = soil water deficit (SWD)
– v = current soil volumetric water content

• Fraction available water remaining (fr)

– (v - wp) = soil water balance (SWB)
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• Total Available Water (TAW)

TAW = (AWC) (Rd)
– TAW = total available water capacity within the plant

root zone, (inches)
– AWC = available water capacity of the soil,

(inches of H2O/inch of soil)
– Rd = depth of the plant root zone, (inches)
– If different soil layers have different AWC’s, need to

sum up the layer-by-layer TAW’s

TAW = (AWC1) (L1) + (AWC2) (L2) + . . . (AWCN) (LN)
- L = thickness of soil layer, (inches)
- 1, 2, N: subscripts represent each successive soil layer
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HYDROLOGIC MEASUREMENTHYDROLOGIC MEASUREMENT

ATMOSPHERIC WATER:
CLIMATE STATION

• SCREENED BOX CONTAINING

• Minimum, maximum air temperature thermometers

• Wet- and dry-bulb thermometer or hygrometer

• PRECIPITATION GAUGE

• EVAPORATION PAN

• ANEMOMETER

• SUNSHINE RECORDER

• AWS
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Measurement of Surface Water
• Stream flow is measured in units of discharge (cumec) occurring at

a specified time.
• Stream flow measurement techniques can be broadly classified into

two categories as (i) direct determination and (ii) indirect
determination.

• Barring a few exceptional cases, continuous measurement of stream
discharge is very difficult to obtain.

• As a rule, direct measurement of discharge is a very time-
consuming and costly procedure. Hence, a two step procedure is
followed.

• First, the discharge in a given stream is related to the elevation of
the water surface (stage) through a series of careful measurements.
In the next step the stage of the stream is observed routinely in a
relatively inexpensive manner and the discharge is estimated by
using the previously determined stage-discharge relationship.
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FLOW MEASUREMENT

• FLOW & ASSOCIATED LEVEL
MEASUREMENT
– STAGE-DISCHARGE RELATIOSHIP
– DISCHARGE BY VELOCITY-AREA METHOD

• FLOATS
• SLOPE-AREA METHOD

• CROSS-SECTION PROFILE DATA

• FLOW & ASSOCIATED LEVEL
MEASUREMENT
– STAGE-DISCHARGE RELATIOSHIP
– DISCHARGE BY VELOCITY-AREA METHOD

• FLOATS
• SLOPE-AREA METHOD
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MEASUREMENT OF STAGE

PRESSURE TRANSDUCER TYPE
STAGE LEVEL RECORDERFLOAT GAUGE RECORDER



ULTRASONIC NONULTRASONIC NON--CONTACT WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTCONTACT WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENT



MEASUREMENT OF VELOCITYMEASUREMENT OF VELOCITY

• CURRENT METER
• VELOCITY MODIFIED FLOW METER
• FLOAT METHOD



CROSS SECTION AT PARAGAON - CGL (1997 - 98)
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CROSS SECTION AT SRINIVASA AGRAHARAM - CGL (1993 - 94)
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CROSS SECTION AT RAKSHEWADI - CGL (1996 - 97)
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VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION IN RIVER CROSS SECTION
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FLOW MEASUREMENT - AREA VELOCITY METHOD
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Stage-Discharge Relationship
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SMALL WATERSHEDSMALL WATERSHED –– FLOW MEASUREMENTFLOW MEASUREMENT

• WEIRS
– Rectangular
– Triangular
– Cipolletti
– Compound

• FLUMES

• WEIRS
– Rectangular
– Triangular
– Cipolletti
– Compound

• FLUMES



Soil Water MeasurementSoil Water Measurement
• Gravimetric

– Measures mass water content (m)
– Take field samples weigh oven dry weigh
– Advantages:  accurate; Multiple locations
– Disadvantages:  labor; Time delay

• Feel and appearance
– Take field samples and feel them by hand
– Advantages:  low cost; Multiple locations
– Disadvantages:  experience required; Not highly accurate

• Gravimetric
– Measures mass water content (m)
– Take field samples weigh oven dry weigh
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– Disadvantages:  labor; Time delay
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•• Neutron scattering (attenuation)Neutron scattering (attenuation)
–– Measures volumetric water content (Measures volumetric water content (vv))
–– Attenuation of highAttenuation of high--energy neutrons by hydrogen nucleusenergy neutrons by hydrogen nucleus
–– Advantages:Advantages:

•• samples a relatively large soil spheresamples a relatively large soil sphere
•• repeatedly sample same site and several depthsrepeatedly sample same site and several depths
•• accurateaccurate

–– Disadvantages:Disadvantages:
•• high cost instrumenthigh cost instrument
•• radioactive licensing and safetyradioactive licensing and safety
•• not reliable for shallow measurements near the soil surfacenot reliable for shallow measurements near the soil surface

•• Dielectric constantDielectric constant
–– A soil’s dielectric constant is dependent on soil moistureA soil’s dielectric constant is dependent on soil moisture
–– Time domain reflectometry (TDR)Time domain reflectometry (TDR)
–– Frequency domain reflectometry (FDR)Frequency domain reflectometry (FDR)
–– Primarily used for research purposes at this timePrimarily used for research purposes at this time
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Soil Water MeasurementSoil Water Measurement
Neutron AttenuationNeutron Attenuation



• Tensiometers
– Measure soil water potential (tension)
– Practical operating range is about 0 to 0.75

bar of tension (this can be a limitation on
medium- and fine-textured soils)

• Electrical resistance blocks
– Measure soil water potential (tension)
– Tend to work better at higher tensions (lower

water contents)
• Thermal dissipation blocks

– Measure soil water potential (tension)
– Require individual calibration
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– Practical operating range is about 0 to 0.75

bar of tension (this can be a limitation on
medium- and fine-textured soils)

• Electrical resistance blocks
– Measure soil water potential (tension)
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– Measure soil water potential (tension)
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Tensiometer for Measuring Soil Water PotentialTensiometer for Measuring Soil Water Potential
Water ReservoirWater Reservoir

Variable Tube Length (12 in- 48 in)
Based on Root Zone Depth

Porous Ceramic Tip

Vacuum Gauge (0Vacuum Gauge (0--100 centibar)100 centibar)



Electrical Resistance Blocks & MetersElectrical Resistance Blocks & Meters




